
Hammy’s NA-2020 – Ver2.5 Multi Board 

Assembly instructions 
By: twistedsymphony 2020-07-10 

 

Preface: 

I realize that not everyone feels the need to follow instructions but I recommend at minimum skimming 

these instructions before you begin.  

Included in these instructions are some helpful tips to make the build process go smoothly and the 

component installation is organized in a way to help ensure that the final PCB looks and works at it best. 

Parts list and TLD Jumper list at end of this document. 

 

Step 1: Installing the Connector 

We'll be using your main board as a jig to install the main connector. Remove the ROM board from your 

Namco NA Main board. Install the connector into the main board ensuring that it's fully seated. Then 

place the Multi PCB on top as shown.  

 

The far plastic support peg (bottom left of the PCB in the above photo) should also be installed. If you 

have additional support pegs install them in the PCB locations on either side of the connector. 

Solder 1 pin on opposite corners of the connector while making sure that the PCB is sitting flush against 

it. Finally continue to solder the remainder of the pins for the connector. (Flux is recommended for this 

connection 



Step 2: Installing the Decoupling Caps 

Remove the Multi board from the main board (we will not need the main board again for the remainder of 

the assembly process). 

Turn the multi PCB upside down and identify capacitor locations. 

 

Tin 1 pad (and only 1 pad) of each capacitor location

 



Use tweezers to carefully place the capacitor while re-heating the pre-tinned pad, be sure to leave ample 

room visible on the unsoldered pad. 

 

Once all of the capacitors have been placed and attached to the pre-tinned side, solder the remaining 

side of each capacitor. 

 

After installing all of the capacitors use a multimeter to verify that there are no shorts between 5V and 

Ground as it’s very easy to accidentally create a bridge between them when installing these caps and 

powering up with such a bridge can cause damage to your multi kit, your mobo or worse. 

 

 



Step 3: Installing the Interface Logic 

Install the four 74F244 ICs into the TTL locations ending in “0”: TTL30, TTL20, TTL10 and TTL0, make 

note that the notch, again, points away from the connector. 

 

Install the two 74F373 ICs into the TTL locations ending in “5”: TTL35 and TTL15 make note that the 

notch should point away from the connector 

 

Make sure that these are soldered well with solder reaching all the way through the plated hole. Any poor 

connectivity here can cause the multi to not function at all. 

 

 

 



Step 4: Installing the EPROM sockets 

Install the thirteen 42-Pin EPROM sockets into the Multi PCB. making sure that the notches on the socket 

matches the notices on the silkscreen. 

 

For large sockets, like the main board connector; I recommend soldering 1 pin on opposite corners of a 

socket, then re-heat each corner while making sure that the socket is flush against the PCB before finally 

solder the remaining pins of the socket. 

EPROM locations like these should always be socketed incase the data needs to be modified 

 

Step 5: Install the backup memory socket 

Install one wide 28-pin socket into the "RAM256" location, again Make sure to note that the notches on 

your sockets match the notches on the silkscreen. 

 



Step 6: Install PLD Sockets. 

Install four narrow 20-pin sockets. Two in one corner of the PCB in the OK1 and OJ1 locations and two at 

the other end of the PCB in the NA1R1 and NA1R2 locations. 

 

 

Make sure to note that the notches on your sockets match the notches on the silkscreen.  

Like the EPROMs these locations should be socketed incase the data on these chips needs to be 

modified. 

 

 

Step 7: Install U1, U2, U3, and U4 

Install four 74F157 ICs into locations U1 through U4. Again taking care that the notches on the ICs match 

the notch locations on the silk screen.

 



Step 8: Install the security section 

You have a few options here. The NA-2020 multi allows you to run an original Namco Security chip, and 

opens up the potential for a future upgrade to a “Clone” security chip that may allow you to run original 

protected code. At the time of this writing however the only option is to use patched games, to run these 

we need to install a random number generator in the security section. However if you wish to leave 

yourself the option of an easy upgrade down the road rather than installing the chip directly into this 

location you can install a socket. 

Option 1: sockets for RNG or Clone Keycus 

 

Option2: Just the RNG soldered directly

 

You will need to Jump pins 10 and 11 on the RNG1 chip, and pins 31 and 32 on the CLONE1 socket: 

 

 

 



Step 9: Install the Dip Selector 

Install the 4x Dip Switch bank and Resistor Array as shown.  

 

When viewing the PCB from the edge with the connector the Dip bank numbers should read in order left 

to right and Pin 1 of the resistor array (the one with the dot) should be on the left. 

 

 

Step 10: Set the Solder Jumpers 

Solder the DIPs in front of the Dip Switch bank as follows: 

 

EN A11 = middle to NON-arrow side 

EN A13 = middle to NON-arrow side 

EN A12 = middle to NON-arrow side 

 

 

 

 



Step 11: Install Multikit PLDs 

Install the included GAL16V8 PLDs for locations 0K1 and 0J1 in the multi. 

 

 

Step 12: Install Backup RAM module 

Install the 28C256 EEPROM into the RAM256 socket. 

 

 

 

 



Step 13: Program and Install NA1 PLDs 

Program two GAL16V8 PLDs, one for NA1R1 and one for NA1R2, these should be programmed with the 

PLD Data from Cosmo Gang: The Puzzle. 

 

 

 

 

Step 14: Install the Game Data 

Program and install the thirteen 27c322 EPROMs into the appropriate sockets. (see programming 

instructions documentation for details) 

 

 

 



Step 15: Verify before power on 

Look over the whole PCB and ensure that all of the ICs are installed in the correct location and that all of 

the notches on the chips match the orientation of the silkscreen.  

Verify that the correct pins are jumped on the RNG1 and Clone 1 Sockets 

 

Finally also verify (again) that there is no short between 5V and Ground (potentially caused by a short 

when installing the SMD caps) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TLDR parts list (thanks to Ekorz): 

1x Connector - Omron XC5B-6421 

2x 74F373 - TTL35, TTL15 

4x 74F244 - TTL30, TTL20, TTL10, TTL0 

4x 74F157 - U1, U2, U3, U4 

1x 74HC4060 - RNG1 

1x 10K OHM 5SIP (e.g. Bourns 4605X-101-103LF) - RN1 

1x AT28C256-15PU - RAM 

30x 0.1uF 0805 ceramic decoupling caps (maybe not exactly 40, I didn't count) 

13x 42pin sockets 

1x 28pin wide socket 

4x 20pin narrow sockets for the GALs 

4x GAL16v8 (or ATF16V8B-15PU) 

1x 4 position dip switch  

 

TLDR Jumper setup: 

Jumpers - all 3 "non arrow" (i.e. pads 2&3) near the dip bank 

Pins 31+32 are bridged on the Clone outline 

Pins 10+11 are bridged on underside of the 74HC4060 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

File Creation: 

All “U”pper and “L”ower Program and Mask Files need to be interleaved and byte swapped (eg: “U” 

ROMs need to be interleaved into lower position and “L” ROMs need to be interleaved into upper 

position) use Hammy’s patched program ROM files and the rest can come from MAME. 

Once these interleaved files have been created they can be concatenated to make the Multi ROM files: 

NA\OL.BIN + KH\OL.BIN + SWC\OL.BIN + FA\OL.BIN  = multi\PROG0L1.BIN 

TP\OL.BIN + EXV\OL.BIN + CG\OL.BIN + EMA\OL.BIN = multi\PROG0L2.BIN 

NA\1L.BIN + KH\1L.BIN + SWC\1L.BIN + FA\1L.BIN = multi\PROG1L1.BIN 

TP\1L.BIN + EXV\OL.BIN + CG\OL.BIN + EMA\1L.BIN = multi\PROG1L2.BIN 

NA\MASK1.BIN + KH\MASK1.BIN = multi\M0L1.BIN 

TP\MASK1.BIN + EXV\MASK1.BIN = multi\M0L2.BIN 

SWC\MASK1.BIN + FA\MASK1.BIN = multi\M0L3.BIN 

NA\MASK2.BIN + KH\MASK2.BIN = multi\M1L1.BIN 

TP\MASK2.BIN + EXV\MASK2.BIN = multi\M1L2.BIN 

SWC\MASK2.BIN + FA\MASK2.BIN = multi\M1L3.BIN 

NA\MASK3.BIN + KH\MASK3.BIN = multi\M2L1.BIN 

TP\MASK3.BIN + TP\MASK3.BIN = multi\M2L2.BIN 

NA\MASK4.BIN + KH\MASK4.BIN = multi\M3L1.BIN 

 

 

Game Selection:   

The dips below will be correct when using the ROM mapping described above.  

(Dip 4 is used to switch between game highscore/settings banks, 2 for each game) 

D1 D2 D3 Game 

0 0 0 Emeraldia 

0 0 1 F/A 

0 1 0 Exvania 

0 1 1 Knuckle Heads 

1 0 0 Cosmo Gang 

1 0 1 Super World Court 

1 1 0 Tinkle Pit 

1 1 1 Numan Athletics 
 


